What are the side effects
of a PET/CT Scan?

A combined scan,
a single answer

As the injected material you will receive (FDG)
is glucose, allergic reactions, either severe
(anaphylaxis) or mild are not expected and have
not been reported.
You will receive a small dose of ionising radiation
from the FDG injection and from the CT scan.
However, the size of the dose is small and is
similar to the dose received from other
radiological imaging tests.
A PET/CT scan will not be done if you are pregnant.
The radiation from the FDG rapidly diminishes,
so on leaving the department, some 2 hours after
your injection, you may mix normally with adults
but should avoid infants and pregnant women
for a further 6 hours.

What is

PET/CT?

What happens after
the examination?
At the end of the examination you are free to leave.
You can eat and drink as usual. Indeed, you are
advised to drink extra fluid which will assist the
elimination of the radiopharmaceutical from
your body.
A report on your scan is prepared by a nuclear
medicine consultant and forwarded to your doctor.
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What is PET/CT?

What does the Scan involve?

PET stands for Positron Emission Tomography.
PET/CT is the combination of two imaging
techniques in one exam – a PET scan and a CT scan.

On arrival in the PET/CT centre your clinical
information will be checked
A plastic needle (canula) will be inserted into
a vein. The radiopharmaceutical (FDG)
will then be injected.

PET scanning works by detecting cancer cells which
use glucose at a more rapid rate than normal cells
in the body. Patients having a PET scan are injected
with radioactive glucose (FDG) where it accumulates
preferentially in cancer cells. The PET scanner
detects the radiation coming from the FDG in
the tumour.
Overall, the PET/CT scan allows physicians to better
understand the extent and exact location of disease.

Why is PET/CT better than PET?
• Improved diagnostic accuracy over PET
• Fewer indefinite results than PET
• Scan time halved from 50 minutes
to 25 minutes
• PET/CT has the potential to improve
radiotherapy outcomes

What must I do before
arriving for my PET/CT Scan?
You fast for 4-6 hours prior to the PET/CT scan.
However, if you are diabetic, special instructions
will be given to you about your blood sugar control.
Your drug treatments will not be altered.

You will lie on a couch in a quiet room
for approx 60 minutes while the radiopharmaceutical is distributed throughout
your body. After emptying your bladder, you will
be positioned comfortably on a scanning bed,
which will carry you stepwise through a large
ring-like detector. The whole body PET/CT scan
will take approximately 25 minutes.
Please allow 2-3 hours for the entire visit.
This includes time to prepare you for the scan
as well as the 25 minutes scanning time.

If you have had X-rays/CT/MRI scans, please bring
your most recent with you.
We request patients to reduce their level of activity
on the day before their appointment and not to drive
to the clinic on the morning of their scan.
Timely attendance is important as the dose of the
PET/CT radiopharmaceutical is specially prepared
for the allocated time of your scan.
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